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BIG I LETTER

From the Big I CEO:
Steve Duff

Events

We are back! One of the most popular refrains

Megan Vaught, has developed an extremely

that we’ve heard from our members over the last

strong program, and we could not be more

few months is “we want to get back to having

excited about getting all of you together

in-person events” and we agree. In spite of the

in a few months.

pandemic-fueled move from in-person to virtual

Check out the story in this issue

meeting formats, our industry is still a face-to-

on Brandon Smith, who headlines

face relationship business. While we can function

the educational offerings that will

through virtual interactions it’s just not as

be available at the event. Our

productive or functional as seeing our clients and

convention is so much more than

peers in person.

education, however. We are

We’ve heard your requests for in-person events

excited to have Matt Painter,

and have already hosted many this year: the

head men’s basketball coach

2021 Awards Luncheon, an Education Unplugged

for Purdue University as

class, Emerging Leaders Topgolf, the 2022 Farm

our keynote speaker. Most

Conference, a JK Ruble Seminar and the 2022

importantly, after two

Emerging Leaders Conference. From surveys of

years away, we will provide

attendees, we found that the content of these

numerous opportunities

programs was outstanding. However, attendance at

for you to network with

each, while strong, was a bit less than we expected.

other industry professionals

A major benefit of being a Big I member is
access to quality programming at an affordable

and your peers.
Keep an eye out for other events

cost. We will continue to offer these types of

that the Big I is offering throughout

in-person events, but having a strong turnout,

the rest of the summer and fall

particularly from our agent members, is vital to

leading up to our convention. Our

us being able to offer events and programs of the

job is to provide venues for you and

quality and volume that you have come to expect.

your teams to become better at

I would urge you to consider attending

what you do so well, and I would

the 2022 Big I Indiana State Convention on

urge you to take advantage

November 7 and 8 at the Westin Hotel in

of these opportunities. The

Indianapolis. We are returning to our two-day,

pandemic may have knocked us

in-person event that will be full of networking

down temporarily, but we are

and educational opportunities. After sending out

coming back with a vengeance.

a save the date notice in May, we are now rolling

Thank you for your continued

out details and registration information. Our

support and we look forward to

Convention Committee, led by Chair Roxanne

SEEING you soon! ■

Gard and our Director of Education and Events
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BIG I LETTER

From Your Big I President:
Brent Skelton

Adapt
As I finished a Zoom call the other

numerous tools to help all of us keep

day I was thinking, “Wow! The

up with the ever-changing scope of

insurance business sure has changed

our industry.

during my roughly 20 years in the

business.” Obviously, we all can relate
to how COVID changed the insurance
world, but prior to that, the evolution
had already begun.
Some of you probably remember

Events like the Big I state
convention and Emerging Leaders
conference, both of which are
in person this year, and similar
professional and community events
are still a great way to network and

rating out of manuals, using a

make connections. In that capacity,

typewriter to fill out COIs, and mailing

our business hasn’t changed at all.

paper applications to insurance
companies. We then morphed to
fax machines and cell phones. Now
we use email, scanned documents,
and look for immediate responses
and short-term turnarounds. And
let’s not forget the ability to quote
online in just minutes.

“We are all much
more adaptable
than we probably
even realized.”

Even the way we interact with

accepted ways of doing business.
If you don’t keep up with the everchanging technology world you can
quickly be left behind.
I guess my point is that even prior
to COVID, the insurance world was
evolving and will continue to evolve.
We are all much more adaptable
than we probably even realized. I still
believe the people are what make this
business great! I also know that the
Big I Indiana, YOUR association, has

6

have shown your commitment to
being a strong independent agent
by supporting the Big I through
your membership. I urge you to
take that next step by examining all
that the association has to offer and

our clients has changed. Conference
calls and Zoom calls are more widely

be even better at what we do. You

getting more involved.
And to that point, our association is

I challenge you all to continue to

planning several in-person education

do what you do best, taking care of

and networking events in addition to

clients while continuing to adapt to

the convention throughout the rest

the crazy world we all live in! Utilizing

of 2022. I urge you and your staff to

Big I products and services is a huge

consider attending.

step toward meeting this challenge. ■

As the President of the Big I Indiana
for 2022, I talk about the benefits of
being a member of the association
a lot. The staff works hard to
provide resources, information, and
opportunities for us as members to
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

Indiana Agents Lobby on Capitol Hill

Indiana sent a strong contingent
to the 2022 National Legislative
Conference in Washington,
DC, with 15 members and staff
representing our state Big I.
More than 900 independent

CEO Steve Duff. “While some

agents from across the country

states experienced difficulties

attended the three-day event,

scheduling in-person visits with

which was held in person for the

their congressional delegations

first time since 2019. In addition to

due to Covid, Indiana’s

the Big I members in attendance,

delegation and senators and

six students and one faculty

their staffs were very happy to

member from Indiana State

meet with us.”

University also participated.
“It was great to see such a

Indiana attendees met with
eight out of our nine congressmen

strong agent turnout from

and congresswomen and both

Indiana and nationwide for this

senators and all attendees did a

year’s Legislative Conference,

tremendous job conveying our

especially after being away for

association’s positions on several

two years,” said Big I Indiana

issues. Those issues included

From left: Jackson Bogan, Congressman Jim Baird, Matt Lehman, and Brent Skelton
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From left: Chris Rush, Dave Mettler, Congressman Jim Banks,
Byron Kauffman, and Ryan Zimpleman

From left: Lehman, Senator Mike Braun, Marty Dezelan,
and Bogan

From left: Skelton, Todd Jackson, Dezelan, Jennie Carr, and Neal Williams

advocating for a long-term extension and modernization

“The political process is very similar to the independent

of the National Flood Insurance Program, maintaining small

agency system in that relationships drive success,”

business tax cuts, and passing the SNAP Banking Act, which

continued Duff. “Many of Indiana’s attendees are veterans

contains safe harbor provisions for independent agents

who have attended before and they have forged strong

dealing with coverage for cannabis-related businesses.

relationships with our legislators and their staffs.”

The bulk of Indiana’s delegation is supportive of

The Big I Indiana would like to thank those individuals

much of what IIABA is seeking to do with these issues.

who took the time to attend this year’s Legislative

One of the main reasons for this is the strong personal

Conference. It was a success because of their work on

relationships that Indiana Big I members have with our

our association’s behalf. ■

congressional delegation.

Attendees:
Jackson Bogan

Matt Lehman

Jennie Carr

Dave Mettler

Marty Dezelan

Chris Rush

Steve Duff

Brett Schultheis

Roosevelt Haywood

Brent Skelton

Todd & Theresa Jackson

Neal Williams

Byron Kauffman

Ryan Zimpleman

Congressman Larry Buschon with Brett Schultheis, Carr, and the ISU student group

Indiana Legislative Conference attendees at a group dinner.

ISU Students, Congressman Larry Buschon, Schultheis, and Carr

From left: Schultheis, Lehman, Senator Todd Young, Steve Duff, and Bogan

July/August 2022

■

www.bigi.org
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

Lehman Receives
Sidney O. Smith Award

D

By AnneMarie McPherson, Independent Agent
in the country than Matt Lehman,”

the Indiana House of Representatives

Breakfast at the Big “I” Legislative

said Big I Indiana CEO Steve Duff.

and won. In 2015, after five years as

Conference in April, Ashley Brady

“IIABA recognizing him with the 2021

insurance committee chair, Lehman

of First Charter Insurance, South

Sydney O. Smith Award illustrates

became the House Majority Leader.

Carolina and Big “I” government

what a strong legislator and individual

He represents House District 79

affairs chairman presented Matt

Matt is. It truly is a much-deserved

and is a member of the House

Lehman of Bixler Insurance Inc. in

honor and we are proud that Matt is a

Financial Institutions and Insurance

Berne, Indiana with the 2021 Sidney

Hoosier and Big I Indiana member.”

Committee, the Public Policy

During the General Session

O. Smith award.

This award goes to a Big “I”

Lehman began his career as an
insurance agent in 1991, becoming a

Committee and the Courts and
Criminal Code Committee.
In addition, from 2020-2021 he

member who has shown outstanding

partner at his agency three years later.

legislative involvement and advocacy

He was elected in 1994 to the Adams

served as president of the National

on behalf of independent agents. It’s

County Council and served as president

Council of Insurance Legislators

a way of honoring someone who has

of the Council from 2000 to 2008.

(NCOIL), a 50-year-old organization

displayed true leadership, who rolls

During his 14-year service on the council,

that works to preserve state

up their sleeves and goes to bat for

he became involved in the Big “I” Indiana

jurisdiction over insurance and educate

the community and businesses in the

Government Affairs Committee, where

state legislators on insurance issues.

area of government affairs.

he served a term as chair.

He is a regular attendee at the Big “I”

“There is no stronger supporter
of the independent agency system

Ashley Brady, chair of the IIABA’s Government Affairs
Committee, presenting Lehman with the award.
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When his state representative
retired in 2008, he ran for the seat in

Legislative Conference and a steady
supporter of InsurPac. ■

Lehman with some of the Indiana delegation after receiving the award.

Mistakes are inevitable.

Mistakes happen and protecting the future of your agency is a major priority. You trust us to represent your interests
at the highest level and we want to provide you with the best E&O coverage in the marketplace - not just a policy,
but a comprehensive program.
Mistakes are inevitable. Let us protect you.

®
INDIANA

www.bigi.org/eo
Mary Sullivan
sullivan@bigi.org
317-228-3020

The Big I Professional Liability program offers members with leading edge agency E&O products and services through Swiss Re Corporate
Solutions, insurance products underwritten by Westport Insurance Corporation, Overland Park, Kansas, a member of Swiss Re Corporate
Solutions, and other providers.
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Quiet Hero

Insurance Agent Volunteers as a CASA
By Melissa Hall

Imagine you’re a child living in a home
where abuse is a daily occurrence.
When you are taken from your

from attending a full day in court.

family and put into the court system,

The experience was overwhelming

who stands up for you? For 14 years

as she realized just how many cases

the voice for many children in Porter

a single judge had to process each

County was Marija Ramon. She was in

day. There were so many children

her early 30s, working full-time as an

who needed help.

“My very first case was an infant, a
baby with absolutely no way to stand
up for themselves. Who is going to look
out for that child?” she asked. “Social
workers are completely overwhelmed.
The child needs someone whose only
job is to protect them.”
The goal of the program is to
reunite children with their families

independent insurance agent when
she decided to volunteer as a CASA, a
court-appointed special advocate.
Ramon, MBA, CIC, CWCA, a client
advisor with Pinnacle Insurance
Group of Indiana, a division of World
Insurance, first learned about the
great need for CASAs while visiting
the home of one of her insurance
clients. He was a foster parent and
she talked to him about his family
and ways she might be able to help. “I
just felt like I needed to do something
to give back to the community and
I’ve always had a heart for children,”
she said. “When I expressed an
interest my client suggested I look
into becoming a CASA. That’s how
the ball got rolling.”
A CASA is a volunteer position
in most communities. They act as
the voice for children the court has
decided require special services.
Ramon received her training through
classes hosted by the county and

12

Ramon with her daughter Aleksandra Ramon in front of blankets that have been donated for children who
are placed in foster care.

and to recommend resources to aid in that goal. When it’s

Ramon grew up in a home where there was physical

successful, the courts can keep children out of foster care

abuse, divorce, and abandonment. Though she was

and help the families begin to heal. There are other times

never in the system, she said no one knew what went on

when terminating parental rights is the only choice the

behind closed doors. “When you live that way you assume

judge can make.

everyone else has it together,” she said. Her experiences
in childhood helped drive her commitment as a CASA.
“We need to do more to make the kids in the system
understand they aren’t alone,” she said. She saw that
need and decided to step up for 14 years.
She cites the times when she was able to watch families
heal as the most rewarding aspect. After earning their
trust, she was able to help advise them to make changes
to head toward successful reconciliation. She saw
similarities between her work as a CASA and her 30-year
career as an insurance agent. “I could see a real parallel,”
she explained. “In both situations, you have to prove you
are worth their trust before they will listen to you.
“I think my time as a CASA is the most important work
I’ve done in my life.” ■

Ramon with her dog.

BUILDING CONFIDENCE.

You Serve Others. We Serve You.
For over half a century, our team of specialists have been
providing Comprehensive Property & Liability coverages
to Indiana Public EnEEes.
At Burnham & Flower we:
•Work exclusively through Indiana Independent Agents
•Represent mulEple A-rated carriers with products for
all sizes of Public EnEEes
•Provide tradiEonal ﬁrst dollar insurance and cost
eﬀecEve SIR programs for larger accounts

800.748.0554 · bfgroup.com · info@bfgroup.com
July/August 2022
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Indiana Farmers Insurance Wins
2021 Company of the Year Award
By Melissa Hall

In the 145 years since its founding,
Indiana Farmers Insurance has grown
dramatically, but the company has
never lost sight of its core mission.
“This industry exists to help people

Cooper Club is a perfect example of

policies. In recent years they
expanded into Illinois and Ohio.
The company has invested heavily
in brand recognition over the past
several years. They sponsor the
coliseum on the State Fairgrounds
and partner with Paws, Inc. to use

in time of need,” said Indiana Farmers

the company continually prioritizing

Garfield as part of their logo. Recent

Insurance President and CEO, Wes

relationships. The annual tradition

surveys have shown that their name

Sprinkle. “That’s always our goal. Not

brings together agencies that partner

recognition has doubled since 2015,

everyone in the company signs the

with Indiana Farmers Insurance to

which benefits independent agents

check for a family that has lost their

celebrate those who have had a

selling their products. “We have the

home, but everyone who works here

great year. They also give back to

vision to be the smart insurance

is part of that.”

the community through fundraisers

choice for consumers, in partnership

and volunteer days. While originally

with our agents,” Sprinkle said. “We

a farm insurer, the company evolved

live that out every day from the CEO

to write home, auto, and commercial

down to the front-line employee.”

Indiana Farmers Insurance was
named the 2021 Big I Indiana
Company of the Year. This award
recognizes the company that
demonstrates the strongest
commitment to the independent
insurance agency system in Indiana.
The company’s products are sold
exclusively through more than
200 independent agencies at 450
locations throughout the state.
“We truly value our partnership
with independent agents, so this
award means a lot,” Sprinkle said.
“Being recognized by your industry
partners, the people you are working
so hard to please, it feels like an
acknowledgment of all the hard work
by our team members.”

From left: Kevin Benson, Kurt Hubert, and Kevin Phillips from the claims department man the grills during
the first Indiana Farmers cookout of the year.
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Indiana Farmers Insurance has enhanced its online
member portal to make it easier for customers to access

Staff members volunteering in the community.

billing, policy and claims information, and they plan
to continue making improvements. Based on agent
recommendations, they are currently upgrading the
agency portal, providing enhanced navigation and
functionality to improve the ease of doing business
for agents.
Sprinkle explained, “Technology is transforming the
industry and is helping both agents and consumers. To
me, that change is exciting! I hope we can continue to
make those changes and leap ahead.” ■

Indiana Farmers staff members at the Carmel headquarters.
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Big I Indiana Board of Directors

Jackson W. Bogan

The Mitchell Agency Inc.
District 3 Director

Susan R. Ralston

Jacob Insurance Service LLC
3-year Director At Large

Matthew G. Bryan, CIC
RME Insurance
3-year Director At Large

Taylor Schoen, CIC

Hoosier Associates, Inc.
3-year Director At Large

J. Monte Thompson, CIC

J.M. Thompson Insurance, Inc.
District 4 Director
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Julie M. Bryndal

Barrett & Associates, Inc.
1-year Director At Large

Lisa Slone

ISU/The May Agency
District 6 Director

Doug Walker, CIC CWCA

Walker Professional Insurance
(Carmel)
District 5 Director

Jonathon Kincaid, CPIA

Kincaid Insurance Group, Inc.
3-year Director At Large

Vickie L. Talcott, CPCU

Morrow Insurance Agency Inc.
District 1 Director

Benjamin Zimmer, CRIS
Ethos Insurance &
Risk Management
3-year Director at Large

Workers’ Compensation
We distinguish our Workers’ Compensation coverage by
providing value-added services before, during, and after a claim.
Upfront loss control measures
Responsive claims handling
Facilitation of quality medical care
(when an accident does occur)
We’ve been successfully protecting our policyholders and their
employees since 1983.
Browse all of our products at www.guard.com.

APPLY TO BE AN AGENT: WWW.GUARD.COM/APPLY/
Our Workers’ Compensation policy is available nationwide except in monopolistic states: ND, OH, WA, and WY.

July/August 2022
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Day in the Life of a
State Representative

In addition to his role as an
independent agent at Bixler
Insurance in Berne, Ind., Matt
Lehman is the House Majority
Leader in the Indiana State House
of Representatives. In April he was
campaigning for the May primary
election, which he won. This is a
glimpse of one day in Lehman’s
busy life.

Lehman was born and raised in Berne, Ind.

Door-to-door campaigning in the community.

Giving a legislative update at Purdue University Fort Wayne with fellow
legislators.

Working at his desk at Bixler Insurance.

Putting out large campaign signs in the district for the primary election.

Presenting a recognition award to the outgoing GOP chair and his wife at
the monthly Adams County GOP dinner.
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Commercial | Personal | Farm-Ag | Specialty

Lori M.
Personal Lines
Underwriter

Merik M.
Specialty Lines
Underwriter

John T.
Farm Lines

Underwriter

Honest
relationships
SECURA’s team of insurance experts is making insurance genuine.
They are here to support you and your clients. Our underwriting
teams are quick to reply, open-minded, and know their stuff. Plus
they are backed by our caring claims group who will get your
clients back on their feet.

Carolyn S.
Indiana
Sales Manager

Jenna H.
Commercial Lines
Underwriter

Hear from our experts.
Want to learn more about what
SECURA has to offer? Scan the QR
code or visit secura.net/IN-agents
for more information about
the SECURA team.

Interested in building a relationship?
Contact us at secura.net/IN-agents.
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Smith to Speak at
Big I Convention

B

By Melissa Hall

Brandon Smith does not like insurance.
After almost two decades in the

seventh person to join, but soon

industry, he knows that the reason

they had over 200 members. Smith

he loves his career has nothing

suggested he and his friend should

to do with writing policies. “I’m

meet in person. Their small meet-up

not passionate about dec pages,

grew quickly as other agents asked

I love people, relationships, and

to connect as well.

problem-solving,” Smith explains. “I
love encouraging, motivating, and
challenging the way people think.”
Smith is the EVP of development

In January of 2015, 27 agents
from around the country
flew to California for the
inaugural meeting of what

and strategy at Glidewell and will

would later become the

be speaking at the Big I Indiana

Insurance Agency Owners

convention in November. He joined

Alliance (IAOA). “That was

his family agency after a conversation

the single greatest meeting I

at a family reunion in 2004. After just

have ever been a part of,” Smith

two years at the agency, he realized

said. “It was just agents sharing

they were facing a soft market

their best marketing strategy.”

and their inefficient systems were

It was a roundtable discussion

holding them back as they struggled

that encouraged connection and

financially. “We had to innovate to

growth as owners opened up about

survive, and it was through that
difficult season that I realized what I
was doing was really a blast,” he said.
His drive to keep improving took
him beyond the borders of his home
state of Montana in 2014. One of
his good friends added him to a
private Facebook group connecting
independent agents. He was the

20

Co-Founder of
Insurance Agency
Owners Alliance
Shares Career Journey

Breakout 1: Mind The Gap
Anything out of balance can be
dangerous, right? During this
session, Brandon helps bridge the
gap and bring balance between
maintaining healthy relationships
and leveraging technology. He
shares how his team builds deeper,
more meaningful relationships and
converts over 6,500 digital leads
per year. His goal is that attendees
leave this session with a proven
game plan that supports the use of
technology, maintains an excellent
customer experience, consistently
generates a positive ROI and helps
build longer lasting relationships.

industry issues. It was such
a powerful experience,
that the three main leaders
connected again in Arizona
a few weeks later to

Breakout 2: Greatest of
All Time

officially form IAOA.
Since 2015 the group has put on events for thousands of attendees.
They’ve grown exponentially, Increasing to over 8,000 members in 2022.
Members were thrilled to find a group where they could share ideas
without being pitched a product by a vendor.
After co-founding IAOA Smith saw the demand for innovation throughout
the independent agency system. “As an industry, we are about 10-15
years behind the rest of the world when it comes to technology and
communications,” he explained. “We have three very different generations
in our workforce right now and they all think differently. How do you
communicate well with all of them and also with your ideal clients?”
These big questions drove Smith to get into public speaking. “There’s a
lot of people in our industry that have a story to tell and advice to offer,
but they might not have the ability to share that well. I’ve spent most
of my life on stage entertaining,” he explained. Transitioning into public
speaking was a natural fit. Smith said, “People asked me about speaking
because I was doing things differently.”
Indiana agents will have the chance to hear Smith at the November
Big I convention as both a keynote speaker and leading two different

Only 30% of insurance agencies
have an equal focus on both new
business and retention. Think
about that, think about every
conference we attend…70%
or more of the content is on
marketing, new leads, sales,
increase closing rations...very
little is on retention. It makes
sense that the main focus of our
agencies is sales, because that is
what is taught from the top down.
In the last year Brandon created
a new position in his agency for a
retention specialist...after acquiring
data and fine tuning their renewal
strategies they have seen a drastic
increase inretention and cross sell
opportunities. Brandon is ready to
share the systems and strategies
with you.

breakout sessions. ■
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EDUCATION

Farm Ag Conference a Success
The Big I Indiana held its annual Farm Ag Conference at the Beck Agricultural Center in West Lafayette and had
great attendance. The conference was co-hosted with the Mutual Insurance Companies Association of Indiana and
included six hours of continuing education credit, which satisfies the six-hour annual update requirement for the AFIS
designation. The conference will return next spring.
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grinnellmutual.com

C O M PA S S ™

TRUST US TO
KEEP OUR EYES ON THE ROAD
Our competitive auto product, Grinnell Compass Auto, offers all of Grinnell Mutual’s trusted services plus
personalized quotes. We’re here when your customers need us, so they can focus on the road ahead.
Trust in Tomorrow.® Contact us today.
AUTO | HOME | FARM | BUSINESS

“Trust in Tomorrow.” and “Grinnell Mutual” are registered trademarks of Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance Company. © Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance Company, 2022.

AGENCY MANAGEMENT

Mentor Q&A
In our industry, perpetuation is one of the biggest challenges
faced by agencies. In this series we highlight mentors who have
become a resource for the next generation of agents.

Tell us about your mentor.
MB: My late uncle was my mentor. He
offered me a job as a personal lines
producer when I was 25. Eventually, I
would move full-time into commercial
insurance, but he wanted me to cut
my teeth with the smaller lines of

Mentor: Gordon Bates

I could achieve similar success. Gordon
had a favorite saying that I still live
by to this day. “It is not about the
commission you will earn; it is about
doing what is best for the client.”

What would you tell young
agents hoping to find a mentor?
Mentee: Mark Bates

business. At the time, I was in sales for

MB: Do not be afraid to ask questions

a company based in Ohio. Recently

and pick their brain. A seasoned

married, my wife Lindsay and I packed

insurance professional has likely

up a U-Haul with a car in tow and

experienced what a young agent is

moved from Indianapolis to Crown

going through. Lean on a mentor

Point. It was a leap of faith to uproot

for guidance and direction. Stay

and take a 50% cut in pay to join my

focused and find a niche business

uncle’s independent insurance agency.

to learn inside and out. Sit down

MB: Please take the time to find a

and read an insurance policy to

young agent and be their mentor. It

understand coverages, exclusions, and

is not only rewarding, but honestly

endorsements. Become the expert

it is our duty to shepherd talent into

who others will eventually seek out. Be

the business. We are seeing what I call

a lifetime learner of insurance.

“intellectual capital” retiring weekly on

Through a lot of hard work of dialing
for dollars, working files of past
clients with hopes of earning back
their business, and building a book
of new organic business, my leap of
faith paid off. My uncle Gordon kept

Building a book of business is

me on track and when I veered off he

extremely difficult and it does not

was the first to get me refocused. He

happen overnight. It will take years

was a stable and calming mind who

to achieve, but do not be afraid to

I had great admiration for then. I am

roll-up your sleeves and earn it. Some

a better man both personally and

people want instant gratification,

professionally for having him in my

but unfortunately building a book of

life. I always admired his success in

business is a journey. Have goals both

the insurance business and knew if I

personally and professionally of what

followed his work ethic that someday

you want to achieve.
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Years Known: My whole life

What would you tell
experienced agents about
taking the time to mentor
someone?

both the agency and carrier sides of our
business, so it is important to replenish
the pool with new talent. Make a
difference in the lives of others and
share life experiences with the hope
that someday that young agent you
impacted early on will pay it forward
down the road. ■
If you have a mentor you would like us
to feature, please contact Melissa Hall at
Hall@bigi.org.

© 2020 Society Insurance

Filling them up now so they won’t be hungry later.

Small detail. Big difference.
You know as well as anyone that today’s cut corner can easily turn into tomorrow’s
missing piece. With our forty years of experience in specialized coverage and policies
developed alongside actual restaurant and bar owners, you can rest assured that your
policyholders are protected against the unique risks they face every day.
If you agree that details like these make a big difference,
give us a call at 1-888-5-SOCIETY or visit societyinsurance.com.

AGENCY MANAGEMENT

Overcoming Workplace Politics

W

By Rebecca Freiberg, Society Insurance

Workplace politics can be a
delicate subject.
Workplace politics is the

understand different functions

for decision making, encouraging
open collaboration, team building,
leadership training and development,
and careful hiring will all help avoid
workplace conflict. It’s important to

manifestation of power dynamics

of the organization. This means

amongst employees. At its best, you’ll

understanding the company’s

feel like you’re walking on eggshells

organizational structure, who

each time you set foot in the office

reports to who. It’s also important

and at its worst, you can ruffle a

to understand who within the

few feathers, making each day feel

organization has influence. You might

clearly laid out chain of command to

miserable. Every office has some form

ask yourself questions such as, “who

allow for effective communication. In

of politics; what matters is whether or

are the true influencers? Who is

other words, define workplace rules

not they are toxic. Here we’ll go over

respected? Who mentors others?”

clearly and make it known what will

ways you can overcome workplace

Embrace Transparency

politics, or at the very least stay
on the right side of issues, to avoid
becoming embroiled in drama.

“Stress the
importance of open
communication
among and
between teams,
especially if you
manage people.”
Know the Ins & Outs of the
Organization
The first way to overcome
workplace politics is to
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Stress the importance of open
communication among and between
teams, especially if you manage

have clearly defined responsibilities
so everyone knows what’s expected
from them.
It is equally important to have a

or will not be tolerated. Removing
assumptions will drastically reduce
the risk of conflict in the workplace.
Don’t Add Fuel to Fire

people. Your team members should

Behaviors to avoid include:

feel at ease coming to you with

•

Spreading gossip

•

Choosing sides

leads to effective communication

•

Taking part in the rumor mill

which then leads to an efficient

•

Becoming jealous

problems they’re having without
repercussion. Open communication

workflow. When employees feel

Become Swiss and Don’t Take

comfortable discussing workplace

Sides

problems with co-workers, it leads to
the potential resolution of problems.

It is vital that employees remain
neutral during conflicts, even if you

Implement a Realistic Code

like someone more than another.

of Conduct

Your position may be a trusted

Simply having a definition for

authority figure, meaning that your

what establishes acceptable

actions and words have significant

behavior is a major step in avoiding

meaning. Think about what is best

workplace conflict. Making a system

for the company, not for personal

satisfaction. Remaining neutral

•

Make connections

allows you to make great decisions

within the organization

and stay separate from workplace

and develop strong

politics. Once a side is taken it is

interpersonal

difficult to overcome.

communication between

Get Level: Cooler Heads Prevail

individuals via lunches,

Similar to remaining objective,
don’t lose your cool and become
aggressive with someone or you’ll
gain a negative reputation for it. This
is relevant advice for all workplace
situations. If you do not remain cool,

happy hours, kickball
leagues, etc. When
employees are connected
and respect one another,
workplace politics begin
to diminish.

your reputation and career is at
risk. Even though workplace politics
may upset you, staying cool has its
benefits. Keeping cool prevents you
from saying or doing anything in the
moment that you may regret later.
Practice What You Preach: Political
Behavior Comes From the Top
Owners and managers influence
behavior. If they promote or facilitate

“The average
American spends
well over 2,000
hours at work
over the course
of a year. ”

Frieberg has worked in human
resources for 5 years and has
experience in benefits, wellness,
recruitment, employee engagement
and development. She joined Society
Insurance in 2019.

a toxic political atmosphere, it may
be time to search for a new job.

Conflict in the workplace is

Leaders in the organization must

inevitable, even with the most

take steps to eliminate political

agreeable personalities. The average

behavior immediately.

American spends well over 2,000

How Managers Can Quash

hours at work over the course of a

Negative Workplace Behavior

year. When employees of various

•

Share the goals that you are
trying to achieve and reward
those who help achieve them.
When the collective goal
is clear, it is less likely that
people will prioritize their own
interests first.

•

Keep every employee in the
organization involved so no one
employee feels more important

backgrounds and different work
styles are brought together to work
on the same project with the same
goal, conflict could be a natural
byproduct. Not all conflict is bad,
however all conflict can and should
be managed and resolved. If handled
correctly, confronting conflict headon will result in a stronger culture and
closer teams. ■

than another.
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SECURA Promotes Wright

Alexander Mitchell, CIC, CISR
Erie Insurance

SECURA Insurance promotes Larry
Wright to senior vice president and
chief claims officer. Wright began
his career at SECURA in 1997 as an
IT programmer/analyst. He held
progressive positions, including
IT supervisor, IT director, workers’
compensation claims supervisor,
Wright
claims project manager, litigation coordinator, and vice
president – claims. He earned his Chartered Property
Casualty Underwriter (CPCU), Certified Insurance Data
Manager (CIDM), Associate in Insurance Services (AIS),
and Associate in Claims (AIC) designations.

Kristine Musselman, CIC
Erie Insurance

J.M. Wilson Hires Struck

Colleen Jeffries, CIC
Gregory & Appel Insurance

J.M. Wilson is pleased to announce the addition of Chris
Struck as assistant property & casualty underwriter.
Struck is responsible for assisting underwriters on new
and renewal accounts for a wide variety of property and
casualty risks, as well as strengthening relationships
with independent insurance agents and company
underwriters in Georgia, Indiana, Missouri, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

Quick Hits
New CIC and CRM Designees
CIC Designees

Yasameen Wolf, CIC
Cincinnati Insurance

CRM Designees:
Clay Lindner, CIC, CRM
Erie Insurance

MJ Insurance Celebrates Uber
MJ Insurance held a reception
in honor of Bonnie Uber’s
retirement. Uber worked at
MJ Insurance for more than
20 years and was a strong
supporter of the Big I Indiana
as chair of both its PAC and
convention committees.

Western Reserve Group
Promotes Brunn
Western Reserve Group is pleased to announce the
promotion of Greg A. Brunn to president and CEO effective
January 1, 2023, upon the retirement of current president
and CEO, Kevin W. Day. Brunn began his career with WRG
in 1997 as the marketing manager. He was promoted to
vice president and a member of the operating committee
in 2011. In 2018, he added the additional responsibility
of business operations and was named vice president
insurance operations/COO.

Creighton joins West Bend
Mutual Insurance board

Encova Internships Move
Back to the Office

Kathleen M. Creighton has been elected to the board
of directors of West Bend Mutual Insurance Company
in West Bend. Creighton recently transitioned from the
U.S. Navy after a 33-year career, including six years as a
Rear Admiral. She was one of a few Information Warfare
Community Flag Officers specializing in cybersecurity,
information technology (IT) solutions, network
operations, and C4ISR capabilities. Creighton has led large
organizations with global footprints for the past six years.

After two years of virtual programs, Encova Insurance will
host this year’s summer interns in their offices. Though
many companies were forced to cancel their internship
programs due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Encova’s 100%
virtual internship program was a great success. After two
years of building a virtual program, Encova is using their
adaptations to shape the internship program moving
forward. The summer interns for this year will work either
hybrid or entirely in the office.
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It shouldn’t take your customer’s roof disappearing in a
matter of seconds to find out who you can count on.

BUT
SOMETIMES
IT DOES.

And that’s the Silver Lining®.
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Emerging Leaders Hosted
2022 Topgolf Event
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When you need to protect your school, your students, your staff
and the public, look to Public Risk Underwriters.
Insuring with PRU‘s School Program means you receive
comprehensive coverages and tailored loss control services, plus
competitive, stable pricing.
PRU’s School Program also includes Vector Solutions online
training for our clients.

Contact us to learn more:
Eric Ackerman
eackerman@ipep.com

Craig Barnhart
cbarnhart@ipep.com

Visit us online at https://www.ipep.com/public-risk-underwriters

Pennsylvania Association for Justice
212 N. Third St.
Suite 101
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Change Service Requested

Does your claim representative live and work where
you do?
Local IPEP representatives are ready to serve as
experts for all of your public entity business.
PRSRT STD
U S Postage
PAID
Pontiac, IL
Permit No. 592

Contact us at 1-800-382-8837 or visit us online at ipep.com

